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The journey

�GLOBAL JUSTIFICATION-

fundamentals of remuneration

�NATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY 

GROWTH IS EVERYTHING

�CURRENT REALITY ASSESSMENT

�THE IMPLICATIONS

�THE PARADIGM SHIFT CALL



Policymakers are struggling with ways of 

managing the present economic 

challenges while preparing their

economies to perform well in a future 

economic landscape characterized by 

uncertainty and shifting balances.

In such a global economic environment, it 

is more important than ever for countries is more important than ever for countries 

to put into place the fundamentals 

underpinning economic growth and

development.
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NATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY

the capacity of a nation to harness its 

human and physical resources to 

generate economic growthgenerate economic growth



Annual Compendium of Productivity Indicators  INCL 

labor and multi-factor measures 



Multifactor productivity 

�real value of output to the 

combined input of labour and capital

�Efficiency and effectiveness �Efficiency and effectiveness 

measure

�Both LP &  MfP increase overtime

With LP being higher
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Importance of National Productivity Growth

�Increased PG  =growth in living 

standards

�Increase in wages and salaries

�increased profits and dividend 
distributionsdistributions

�lower prices for customers

�More tax revenue for Govt

�Environ protection budgets

= BALANCE



Promoting Productivity Growth

� By additional inputs in production*

� Through Increasing productivity

* Alone Not the answer- CAUTION



“Productivity isn't everything, but in the long run it
is almost everything. A country's ability to

improve its standard of living over time depends
almost entirely on its ability to raise its output per
worker. World War II veterans came home to an
economy that doubled its productivity over the
next 25 years; as a result, they found themselves
achieving living standards their parents had neverachieving living standards their parents had never
imagined. Vietnam veterans came home to an
economy that raised its productivity less than 10
percent in 15 years; as a result, they found
themselves living no better - and in many cases
worse - than their parents”. (Paul Krugman (1992),
The Age of Diminished Expectations: US Economic
Policy in the 1980s,



It would look like Remuneration

is intricately intertwined with

Productivity with Productivity

dictating the pace.

Eat What You Kill?Eat What You Kill?



ZIMBABWE

•
“To live is to choose. 

But to choose well, 

you must know who 

you are, and what you are, and what 

you stand for, where 

you have come from 

and where you want 

to go and why you 

want to get there. 
Kofi Annan



SUPER HYPER INFLATION ERA

�Measurements made no sense:

• Input measures gone- affordability an issue

• Output measures  no more- average • Output measures  no more- average 
revenue/cost/profit per employee?

• Efficiency measures made no sense

• Outcome measures – skills flight VS lack of input 
measures



SUPER HYPER INFLATION ERA

• Measuring efficiency and productivity gone

• Benchmarks and targets gone

• Longitudinal reporting put aside

• Organisational structures and capacity doubled to 

cope



SUPER HYPER INFLATION ERA

• National Culture changed -new habits kicked in

• Remuneration models changed- margin based as 
opposed to productivity basedopposed to productivity based

• Remuneration reviewed weekly/monthly 

• Living standards at their lowest- nation of 
dealers and traders birthed



DOLLARISATION

• Everything we do is in service of our needs. 

When this one concept is applied to our view When this one concept is applied to our view 

of others, we'll see that we have no real 

enemies, that what others do to us is the 

best possible thing they know to do to get 

their needs met. Marshall Rosenberg 



BIRTH OF A NEW ERA

• 2009 brought the need for a paradigm shift in terms 

of business models - sharper focus required

• rapid price movements, money supply growth and • rapid price movements, money supply growth and 

speculative activities were all curtailed

• All sectors plant and equipment run down

• Labor not skilled to compete



BIRTH OF A NEW ERA

• Political instability

• Country risk

• Limited FDI

• Ill equipped Financial Services sector

• No savings culture



With inflation remaining stable, there is just no scope for an arbitrary 

awarding of wage increase unless profitability has increased which is a 

function of production factor productivity.



to increase productivity companies need to increase their output 

and enjoy economies of scale. capacity utilisation is low due to the 

decade-long economic decline . economy declined by 14.8% in 2008 

as capacity utilisation, which peaked at 76% in 1996, declined to an 

all-time low of 10%.



Wef - global competitiveness report

• GCI 2010–2011 136

• Basic requirements 137

• Efficiency enhancers 134

• Flexibility of wage determination 137• Flexibility of wage determination 137

• Hiring and firing practices 122

• Redundancy costs* .. 134

• Pay and productivity 120

• Brain drain 121



CAUGHT UNAWARE AND 

WITHOUT THE ARMOUR
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CAUGHT UNAWARE AND 

WITHOUT THE ARMOUR



Caught…

• Policy Framework not suitable for new 
era – AIR ZIM STORY,  all SECTOR s in 
courts- no civil servants

• Critical statistics and information  on 
measurements not there

• Critical statistics and information  on 
measurements not there

• Sectoral approach applied and unsuitable

• Demand for wages across all sectors with 
no relationship to productivity



Caught…

• Burrowing our heads in the sand-

Few willing to sacrifice

• Old habits die hard- It is no use to 

preach to [children] if you do not 

act decently yourself."



THE REALITY

• BALANCE REQUIRED- Remuneration 
models based on greed and self 
interest are detrimental to both the 
employers and employees. employers and employees. 

• Retrenchments on the increase

• Long term National approach needed.



PARADIGM SHIFT
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You live or die by the numbers

• Income statements, balance sheets, and 

financial ratios MUST all be scrutinised for 

better understanding and shared with critical 

stakeholdersstakeholders

• Providing information forms the basis for 

future activities, planning and budgeting



One step at a time

• “Over long periods of time, small 

differences in rates of productivity 

growth compound, like interest in a 

bank account, and can make an 

enormous difference to a society's enormous difference to a society's 

prosperity. Nothing contributes 

more to reduction of poverty, to 

increases in leisure, and to the 

country's ability to finance 

education, public health, 

environment and the arts”. Alan 

Blinder and William Baumol



In parting,

• I am fundamentally an optimist.  

Part of being optimistic is keeping 

one's head pointed toward the sun, 

•

one's head pointed toward the sun, 

one's feet moving forward….



THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME !

•


